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Abstract
In our previous work [1], a mechanism for handling movement detection using a
proposed agent-based architecture for mobility management was described.
This architecture, referred here as AMP - Agent-based Mobility Protocol,
consists of a collaborative multi-agent system that enhances user/node mobility
over an IP-based network. Specifically, mobility agents are placed in the hosts
and at the access networks to expedite location and call management
requirements. State information of mobile hosts (e.g. location and mobility
profile) are relayed to the relevant agents who, in turn, will undertake
appropriate tasks to ensure a smooth handover to the next cell(s) during an ongoing application session with minimum delay. In this paper, the performance of
the AMP architecture and protocol is examined using derived analytical models.
Mobile QoS (Quality of Service) may be defined by signaling traffic overhead,
handoff latency and packet loss. A comparative analysis is made between the
AMP architecture and the IETF’s standard mobility management protocol i.e.
Mobile IPv6.
1

INTRODUCTION

Mobility management refers to two main components – location management and handover
management. The former refers to the ability of the network to track the location of mobile users
between consecutive communications. The latter refers to the process by which the network
maintains an active connection for a mobile user as he or she moves from one access point to
another. The ability to provide efficient support for mobility management relies on the level of
intelligence and the mechanisms by which this intelligence, or control information, is conveyed to
the appropriate network nodes or elements, and the corresponding actions taken by those
nodes. The Internet differs significantly from the mobile cellular network on how this is
accomplished. The notion of mobility in the Internet is typically hidden from the IP network, and
any intelligence in facilitating mobility management is restricted to end systems and certain
specialised nodes or mobility agents such as the Home Agent (and Foreign Agents) in Mobile IP.
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Furthermore, transmission is best effort without a separate mechanism for signaling. The main
advantage is simplicity, which translates to lower deployment cost and relative ease of
operations. However, the drawbacks include variable delay, contention of resources and
consequently, the inability to provide timing and bandwidth guarantees resulting in service
degradation. In a sharp contrast, network intelligence is integrated explicitly in cellular networks
for mobility management. Extensive collaboration exists between network entities to
accommodate and facilitate location and handover management. In addition, signaling and other
control information to ensure call delivery and quality of transmission is done out-of-band
ensuring efficient and reliable transmission for mobile subscribers. However, the overhead in
such systems is complexity and higher cost to service providers and subscribers. In addition,
adding new services usually entails costly upgrades in both hardware and software. Henceforth,
the research here proposes to address these perplexities by using an approach that takes
advantage of both the above, by implementing a mobile-aware node/application working in
conjunction with a network that can adapt dynamically for the benefit of the mobile user.

2.

NETWORK REFERENCE MODEL

For the purpose of analysis, a general network model is used as reference as shown in Figure 1.
Here, a mobile host, MH, roams into a visited network, Access Network 1. The home network
has a mobility agent which maintains the current location of the mobile host. In the proposed
AMP architecture, this would refer to the Home Registrar, RgH, while in Mobile IP, for example,
this would typically refer to the Home Agent, HA. Each network is connected to the Internet via
an access router, AR. It is assumed that each network is an autonomous system. In access
networks 1 & 2, there are cells for wireless connectivity where each cell represents a particular
subnet within the access network. Furthermore, it is assumed that there is a correspondent
host, CH, which may be in the form of a server, interacting with the mobile host.

Home Network

Correspondent Host Network
RgH

RgC
CH

Internet
Rg1

T

T

Rg2

T

T

T

T

MH
Access Network 1

Access Network 2
T – Tracker Agent at each cell/subnet
CH – Correspondent Host
MH – Mobile Host
Rgi – Registrar agent at access network i
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In AMP, a hierarchical architecture is used. In each cell (or subnet), there is a Tracker agent (T)
to monitor the connection, and maintain the current location and state of each and every mobile
host that are directly attached to the cell within the visited access network. Each cell is assumed
to be a subnet within an access network, and the tracker agent is connected to a router within
the cell/subnet. The tracking mechanism, using flag updates. A Registrar agent manages the
tracker agents (for all cells) within a particular access network, as depicted in Figure 1. A
Registrar agent is associated with each Access Router (AR) in the AMP architecture i.e. access
network i would have one Registrar agent (Ri) associated to one ARi. Registrar agents of
neigbouring access networks would have peer-to-peer relationships.

3.

USER MOBILITY AND TRAFFIC MODELS

For the purpose of evaluation, it is necessary to develop analytical models for user movement
and traffic or call/session arrival. The following user mobility and traffic models are based from
the works of Baumann [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], and [7], and these have been used in the analysis of
mobility management protocols in wireless networks including those in cellular, 3G, PCS and
Mobile IP architectures.
It is assumed that all incoming calls or sessions follow the Poisson process where both interarrival and inter-session times are exponentially distributed [8], [7]. The traffic models comprise
two levels – packet and session/call. The mobile host, MH, is modeled by the cell/subnet
residence time. For the purpose of evaluation, the following parameters are defined:
tc
fc
tn
fn
ts
trs
Nc
Nn
G
L
M
KCN, KCH
hp,q
Cp,q
PCp
Chc
tL2
µc
µn
µl

random variable for MH’s cell/subnet residence time
probability density function of tc
random variable for the residence time within an access network
probability density function of tn
inter-session time between two consecutive sessions with PDF fs
MH residual subnet residence time
number of cells/subnets crossing within an access network during intranetwork handoff
number of access networks crossing during inter-network handoff
global binding update cost sent to the home network or correspondent
network
local binding update cost sent to the local registrar
number of cells/subnets within an access network
number of correspondent networks, or correspondent hosts, having a binding
cache entry for an MH
number of hops between nodes p and q
transmission cost of control packets between nodes p and q
processing cost of control packet at node p
binding update cost at home (h) and correspondent (c)networks
time period between link layer (L2) trigger to link switching.
MH movement (border crossing) rate out of a cell/subnet
MH movement (border crossing) rate out of an access network
MH movement (border crossing) rate in which MH still stays within the same
access network

The probability Ps of anticipated handoff signaling success for a particular observed
valued tT may be defined as:
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∞

Ps = P (χ T > tT ) =

∫ f (u,σ )du

(1)

T

tT

where χ T is the random variable for the time between link layer (L2) trigger generation and link
down. χ T is assumed to be exponentially distributed,

f T (u, σ ) is the probability density function

for successful completion of signaling, of which σ > 0 is a success rate parameter.
In modeling user mobility, an imbedded Markov chain is used where state i (i ≥ 0) is defined as
the number of cells/subnets that the MH has passed. The state transition diagram is as shown
in Figure 2.

µ c(0,1)

0

µ n(1,0)

µ c(1,2)

1

µ c(M -1, M)

µ c(2,3)

2
µ n(2,0)

........

M

µ n(M,0)

Figure 2: State diagram of MH’s movement, adapted from [3]
Based on the above Figure 2, state M represents the number of cells/subnets that the MH has
passed within a single access network. The state transition µc(i,i+1) (0 ≤ i < M) represents the
rate of MH’s movement from one cell/subnet to another. The transitions µn(i,0) (1 ≤ i ≤ M)
represent the movement to a cell/subnet out of the access network.
A cell or subnet is assumed to be circular in area. It is further assumed that the MH residence
time within a cell/subnet or an access network follows a Poisson distribution with parameters, µc
and µn, respectively. From [2], if there are M sufficiently large cells/subnets within an access
network, then the border crossing rates of MH may be defined as follows:
1. Movement rate out of a cell/subnet,
µc = 2

v

πAc

(2)

where v is the average velocity of MH, and
Ac =

πr 2 , is the cell area with r2 the radius of the cell/subnet

2. Movement rate out of an access network,
µn =

µc

(3)

M

where M is the number of cells/subnets within an access network
3. Movement rate in which MH still stays within the same access network,
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µc

µl = µc − µn = µc −

= µc

M

M −1

(4)

M

According to Makaya and Pierre (2008), the cell/subnet crossing probability (Pc) and the access
network crossing probability (Pn) during an inter-session time interval may be stated as follows:
∞

Pc = P (t s > t c ) =

∫ P(t

s

> u) f c (u)du

(5)

> u) f n (u)du

(6)

0
∞

Pn = P (t s > t n ) =

∫ P(t

s

0

The following Lemmas from [6] may be used in deriving the analytical models and simplifying the
above equations:
Lemma 1: Let {N1 (t), t ≥ 0} and {N2 (t), t ≥ 0} be two independent Poisson processes with rate λ1
and λ2, respectively. Let t1 and t2 denote the times of the first process and the second process,
respectively. The probability of one event occurs in the first process before one event occurs in
the second process is given as:

P(t1 < t 2 ) = δ (λ1 , λ 2 ) ≡

λ1
λ1 + λ2

(7)

Lemma 2: Let {N1 (t), t ≥ 0} and {N2 (t), t ≥ 0} be two independent Poisson processes with rate λ1
and λ2, respectively. Let N denote the mean number of events occurring in the first process
between two events in the second process. Then,
N=

λ1
λ2

(8)

If the session arrival is assumed to follow a Poisson distribution with rate λ, and the time for
residence within a cell or access network is smaller than the session duration i.e. (t n ∨ t c ) < ts,
then from Lemma 1, the MH crossing probabilities for both cell/subnet and access network
respectively, in relation to the session arrival, may be defined as:
Pc =
Pn =

µc
µc + λ
µn
µn + λ

(9)

(10)

Let E(Ni) denote the mean number of location bindings or registrations during an inter-session
arrival, where i represents the type of border crossing. Then, from Lemma 2, the average
number location bindings for cell/subnet crossing is
E(Nc) =

µc
λ

(11)

Similarly, the mean number of location binding updates or registrations during an inter-session
arrival for access network crossing is:
E(Nn) =

µn
λ

(12)

The mean number of location binding updates or registrations during an inter-session arrival
while the MH remains in the same network is:
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µl
λ

E(Nl) =

(13)

4.
SIGNALING COSTS
The total signaling cost may be defined as the cost of transmitting control packets for the
purpose of:
1.
creating a new address binding or mapping during crossover (or handover) i.e. binding
update (BU);
2.
refreshing an existing address binding upon timer expiry i.e. binding refresh (BR); and
3.
packet delivery (PD).
Thus, the total signaling overhead cost, CT, may be defined as:
CT = CBU + CBR + CPD
(14)
The signaling cost for binding updates generally may be stated as [7]:
CBU = E(Nl)L + E(Nn)G
(15)
where
E(Nl) is the average number of cell/subnets that an MH crosses but still remains in the
same access network,
L and G are the local and global update costs respectively, and
E(Nn) is the average number of access networks that an MH crosses during a particular
inter-session arrival.
From (5.12) & (5.13), Equation (5.15) becomes
CBU =

1

λ

(µ l L + µ n G )

(16)

From [9] and [3], the notion of call-to-mobility ratio (CMR) is used to reflect the average number
of calls or sessions to a MH within an access network per unit of time that a MH changes
cells/subnets per unit of time, or more succinctly, in a state of equilibrium,
CMR =

λ
µc

(17)

From Equations (5.3), (5.4) & (5.17), Equation (5.16) may be written as
CBU =
CBU =
CBU =

(

)


µ
µl
µ
1  µ M −1
L+ n G =  c
L + c G
λ
λ
λ 
M
M 
µc
( M −1)L + G
λ M

[

]

1
( M −1)L + G
CMR M

[

]

(18)

Signaling Cost for Binding Updates in AMP
In the proposed AMP architecture, the binding update may be considered either as local for
intra-network movement or as global for inter-network movement. Local or global refers to the
distance over which the signaling messages are sent. In the former, a binding update will be
sent to the local registrar of the visited access network, while in the latter, the update message
will be sent across the Internet, typically over multiple hops, to the home network and any
correspondent network, where appropriate. In contrast, binding updates in Mobile IP, under
versions 4 and 6, are always global regardless of the MH’s movement i.e. internally (acquiring a
new IP address) within an access network or across to another network under a different
administrative domain.
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Based on the mobility management operations earlier described ealier, the local and global
binding updates/signaling under the AMP architecture may be depicted as in the timeline
diagrams shown in Figures 3 and 4 respectively. The local binding update cost in AMP,
L = 2 (CMH,T + CT,Rg+ PCT)+ PCRg

(19)

where
CMH,T is the transmission cost between the MH and the Tracker, T, in the new
cell/subnet;
CT,Rg is the transmission cost between the Tracker and its Registrar, Rg;
PCT is the processing cost at the Tracker which include table lookup/entry/update; and
PCRg is the processing cost the Registrar which includes table lookup/update and
routing
L=

MH

T new cell/subnet

Rg

RegReq
Flag Update
Ack
Ack

Handover complete

Figure 3: Intra-network (local) handover in AMP
From Figure 4, the global binding update cost is
G = 3CT,Rg + 2CRgprev,Rgnew + 2CMH,T + Chc + 3PCT + 6PCRg

(20)

where
CMH,T is the transmission cost between the MH and the Tracker T in the new cell/subnet
CT,Rg is the transmission cost between the Tracker, T, and Registrar, Rg (both at the
previous and new access network.
PCT is the processing cost at the Tracker, T, which include table lookup/entry/update
PCRg is the processing cost the Registrar which includes table lookup/update and
routing, and
Chc is the cumulative binding update (BU) cost at the home Registrar agent and all
active correspondent registrar agent in other networks.
Chc may defined as the total cost of transmission from the registrar agent in the new access
network to the home registrar agent, CRgnew,RgH, the processing cost at the home registrar, PCH,
the transmission cost from the home registrar to the K number of active correspondent network
registrars, KCRgH,RgC, the processing costs at each of the correspondent registrars, KPCRgC, the
transmission cost of acknowledgment from the home registrar to the new network registrar,
CRgnew,RgH, and the transmission cost from acknowledgements from each of the correspondent
registrar to the new network registrar agent KCRgC,Rgnew:
Chc = 2CRgnew,RgH + PCRgH + KCRgH,RgC + KPCRgC + KCRgC,Rgnew
(21)
where the variables are as previously defined.
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TprevAN

RgprevAN

MH@newAN

T newAN

RgnewAN

Rghc

FlagUpdate
notification
Ack
Data packets for buffering

MH moves to new AN
RegReq

FlagUpdate
BU
Ack
BAck
Ack

Handover complete

Figure 4: Inter-network handover in AMP
Signaling Cost for Binding Update in Mobile IP
As a comparison, Figure 5 shows the sequence of signaling messages for Mobile IPv6 (MIP). A
mobile host (MH) discovers the existence of a new access router (NAR) through
Router/Solicitation Advertisement (RS/RA) messages exchange. In addition, a Duplicate
Address Detection (DAD) procedure is performed to ensure the MH has a unique care-ofaddress (CoA) by exchanging Neighbour Solicitation/Advertisement (NS/NA) messages. A
binding update (BU) is then made to the Home Agent informing the home network of the current
address of the MH, from which the Home Agent (HA) returns a binding acknowledgement (BAck)
message. A BU message is also sent to any active correspondent host to enable route
optimization in Mobile IP. According to [10], the DAD procedure introduces significant delay in
handovers for MIP, attributing to about 78% of the total handover latency.
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In MIP, additional security measures are done to ensure that BU messages are properly
authenticated and are not sent by malicious MHs. The procedure, known as Return Routability
(RR), comprise several messages i.e. Home Test Init (HoTI), Home Test (HoT), Care-of-Test Init
(CoTI), and Care-of-Test (CoT), and the exchange of these messages, between the MH, HA and
any correspondent host (CH), increases further the handover latency. In contrast, in the
proposed AMP architecture, a mobile host never needs to acquire a new IP address or send BU
messages since this is done securely by the network entities i.e. the Registrar agents, and not
end systems or hosts.
global binding update cost is:

LMIP = G MIP = 4CMH ,AR + 2PCAR + ChcMIP
(22)
where CMH ,AR is the transmission cost of control packets between the MH and the access
router;
PCAR is the processing cost at the access router; and

ChcMIP is the binding update cost at the Home Agent (HA) and at all active correspondent
hosts.
The binding update cost at the HA and CHs in Mobile IP is,

ChcMIP = 2(CMH , HA + KCH CMH ,CH ) + PC HA + KCH PCCH + Crr
(23)
where CMH , HA is the transmission cost between the MH and the HA;
KCH is the number of active correspondent host (CH) with a binding entry for the MH;
CMH ,CH is the transmission cost between the MH and the CH;
PC HA ,PCCH are the processing costs at the HA and the CH respectively; and
Crr is the signaling cost for return routability procedure.

MH

NAR

HA

CH

RS
RA
NS
NA
BU
BAck
HoTI
CoTI

HoTI

According to Makaya and Pierre (2008), the signaling cost in Mobile IPv6 for local or

HoT
HoT
CoT
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The signaling cost for the return routability procedure is:

Crr = 2(CMH , HA + KCH C HA ,CH + KCH CMH ,CH + PC HA + KCH PCCH )

(24)

where the variables are as previously defined.
In MIP, both intra-network (local) and inter-network (global) movement would incur the same
signaling cost for the binding update procedure.
Signaling Cost for Binding Refresh
Binding updates are sent periodically, both Mobile IP and in the proposed AMP architecture. The
average rate of sending a binding refresh message is 1 /( µΓ)  , where Г is the binding lifetime
period, and µ is the movement rate out of a particular subnet or access network. Assuming that
ГN, ГH, and ГC are the binding lifetime period at the registrar agents at the visited access
network, the home network and the correspondent networks respectively, then the signaling cost
for binding refresh in AMP is:

 1
C BR = 2 
  µ c ΓN


 1
C MH ,TN + 

 µ n ΓH


C Rg N , Rg H


  1 
 + 2
 K Rg C C Rg H , RgC

  µ n ΓC 

(25)

where the variables are as previously defined. Similarly, the signaling cost for binding refresh in
Mobile IP is [7]:

 1
C BR = 2 
 µ n ΓH


 1 
C MH , HA + 2 
 K CH C MH ,CH
µ
Γ

 n C

(26)

where the variables are as previously defined.
Signaling Cost for Packet Delivery in AMP
In assessing the signaling cost for packet delivery, the factors that contribute towards delay
during handovers are firstly considered. According to [11], the handover delay in Mobile IP
comprises the link switching delay (L2 handover delay), IP connectivity latency, and the packet
reception latency. The IP connectivity delay is the time required for an MH to obtain a new IP
address and the packet reception delay refers to the time for the packets to be delivered to the
new address.
Two types of packet delivery cost are considered in the AMP architecture – one for intra-network
movement and another for inter-network movement. In the former, when a MH crosses into a
new cell/subnet within the same access network, a form of packet re-direction occurs and
packets may be lost during this transition period if handover fails. The handover timeline for
intra-network movement is shown in Figure 6.
The cost for packet delivery in intra-network movement comprises the cost for packet loss
moving from one cell/subnet to another:
Intra
CPD
= ζCloss = ζλη(CRg,T prev + CT ,MH )(t L 2 + t IP + t LU )
(27)
prev

where

ζ is the weighing factor for packet loss;
λ is the packet arrival rate;
η = ls/ld , is the ratio of average signaling control packet length, ls, to the average data
packet length, ld;
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(CRg,T prev + CT

prev ,MH

) is the cost of transferring data packets from the correspondent

registrar through the tracker agent in the previous cell to the MH when handover fails;
and
(t L 2 + t IP + t LU ) is the delay for the local update at the registrar agent including the link
layer switching delay and the network layer (IP) connectivity delay in the new
cell/subnet.

MH under
Tracker at
cell/subnet a
MH moves to
Tracker at next
cell/subnet b

Link layer (L2) switching delay, tL2

Packet reception
delay, tP

IP connectivity delay, tIP
Local update delay at Registrar, tLU

MH receives
packet at
cell/subnet b

time

Figure 6: Handover timeline in AMP (intra-network)
The handover timeline diagram for inter-network movement in AMP is as shown in Figure 7. The
packet delivery cost for inter-network movement considers the buffering of packets from the
registrar in the previous access network to the next to mitigate packet loss.
As described earlier, the registrar agent in the next network would normally assign a new
address binding for packet delivery to the MH before movement to the new access network. This
is possible since movement of the MH is detected by the tracker agent. If the MH is located at a
border cell, then pre-registration is done by the registrar agent to its peer agent in the next
access network. Furthermore, the registration agent would typically buffer packets to the next
registrar agent in the new access network. Hence, in most cases, there would be no packet loss
and the packet reception delay would theoretically be lower than in the Mobile IP architecture.
Based on similar works by [5] on Mobile IP, the cost for packet delivery in the AMP architecture
may be stated as follows:
Inter
Inter
CPD
= δC fwdg + ζCloss
(28)

δ and ζ are weighing factors such that δ + ζ = 1,
Cfwdg is the cost of forwarding duplicate packets to the next registrar network, and
Inter
Closs
is the cost of packet loss during rapid movement where tC ≤ tRgRg
The cost of packet forwarding (Cfwdg) includes the cost of establishing a ‘link’ between the current
registrar agent to its peer in the next access network i.e. pre-registration. This delay between the
two peer registrar agents, tRgRg, includes notification (and acknowledgement) of impending
where
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movement by the MH to the new access network, and sending packets for buffering at the new
location. The cost of forwarding is proportional to the packet arrival rate, λ, the cost of
transmission from the correspondent network through the registrar agents to the MH, and the
forwarding time:
C fwdg = λη(CRgC ,Rg prev + CRg prev ,Rg new + CRg new ,MH )(t L 2 + t IP + tU )
(29)
where λ and η are as previously defined in Equation (27).
In most cases, packet loss does not occur since buffering is done. However, in cases where the
MH rate of movement is faster that the time required for pre-registration with the peer agent,
Inter
then loss may occur before handover may be completed. Hence, the cost of packet loss ( Closs )
is a function of λ max{( t RgRg − tC ),0} , and the cost of packet transmission to the MH:
Inter
Closs
= λ max{(t RgRg − tC ),0} × η(CRgC ,Rg prev + CRg prev ,MH )( t L 2 + t IP + tU )

(30)

where λ and η are as previously defined in Equation (27).

MH at border cell
Registrar agent informs neighbour
registrar agent in next access network
cell residence time, tc

tRgRg

Registrar agent in next access network
receives duplicate packets from registrar
in current access network for buffering

MH arrives at next
cell in new access
network

Link layer (L2) switching delay, tL2
Packet reception
delay, tP
IP connectivity delay, tIP
Buffered packets sent to MH in new
access network

tBU

Location update
delay, tU

Binding update sent to registrar agents at
home and correspondent networks

tnew
Packets sent directly to the MH’s new
location

time

Figure 7: Handover delay timeline in AMP (inter-network)
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Signaling Cost for Packet Delivery in Mobile IP
In Mobile IP, there is no packet forwarding or buffering, thus the cost of packet delivery is
derived from the cost of packet loss that may occur during handovers [7]:
MIP
MIP
CPD
= ζCloss
= ζλη(CCH ,PAR + CPAR ,MH )(t L 2 + t IP + tGU )
(31)
where

CCH ,PAR is the transmission cost between the CH and the previous access router;
CPAR ,MH is the transmission cost between the previous access router and the MH;

ζ

is a weighing factor; and

(t L 2 + t IP + tGU ) is the total delay for the link layer switching delay, the network layer
(IP) connectivity delay in the new network, and the global binding update at the HA and
CHs (including the delay for return routability procedure).
Handover Latency and Packet Loss
In general, the one-way transmission delay between two nodes X and Y (tX,Y) over wired and
wireless links is influenced by the packet size (l), link delay (twired, twireless), bandwidths (Rwired,
Rwireless), the probability of wireless link failure (p), the number of hops between X and Y (hX,Y),
and the average queueing delay at each router hop (tqueue) [4]:

t X ,Y ( l) =


 l

1− p  l
+ t wireless  + (hX ,Y −1)
+ t wired + t queue 

1+ p  Rwireless

 Rwired


(32)

For the AMP architecture, the handover latency is considered for both intra- (local) and internetwork (global) movement. For intra-network movement, the handover latency is:
AMP
DIntra
= t L 2 + 2 t MH ,Rg
(33)
where tL2 is the link layer switching delay;
t MH ,Rg is the one-way packet delay between the MH and the registrar agent in the
visited access network.
For inter-network movement, the handover latency is:
AMP
DInter
= t L 2 + t MH ,Rg H + t Rg H ,RgC + t RgC ,MH

(34)

where tL2 is the link layer switching delay;
t MH ,Rg H is the one-way transmission delay between the MH to the registrar agent in the
home network;
t Rg H ,RgC is the one-way transmission delay from the home registrar to the correspondent
registrar; and
t RgC ,MH is the one-way transmission delay from the correspondent registrar to MH
As mentioned in the previous section, packets are buffered during inter-network movement.
Hence, packet loss may also occur during handover if the buffer space at the access router
(where the registrar agent resides) is of insufficient size. The required size of the buffer is
proportional to the packet arrival rate, λ, and the handover latency. In addition, the space
required for buffering packets would also increase to accommodate the number of mobile hosts
performing handovers. Generally, the required space of the buffer, Sreq, considering one mobile
host, may be defined as:

Sreq = λDInter
= λ[ t L 2 + t MH ,Rg H + t Rg H ,RgC + t RgC ,MH ]

(35)

and the packet loss may be computed from:
AMP
Ploss
= max{(Sreq − Sactual ),0}

(36)

where Sactual is the actual size of the buffer in the access router.
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For Mobile IP, the handover latency is given by (Makaya and Pierre, 2008):
MIP
Dhandover
= t L 2 + t RD + t DAD + t RR + 2(t MH , HA + t MH ,CH )

(37)

where

tRD is the round-trip delay for router discovery;
tDAD is the delay for the duplicate address detection procedure;
tRR is the delay for router routability procedure;
tMH,HA is the one-way transmission delay between MH and the HA; and
tMH,CH is the one-way transmission delay between MH and the CH.
Since there is no buffering in Mobile IP, packets will be lost during handover operation. Thus, the
packet loss in MIP is:
MIP
MIP
Ploss
= λDhandover
= λ[ t L 2 + t RD + t DAD + t RR + 2(t MH , HA + t MH ,CH )]

5.

(38)

NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The network topology in Figure 1 is used for performance evaluation where there is one
correspondent host transmitting to a MH in a visited access network. The MH moves from one
cell/subnet to another in Access Network 1 to Access Network 2. All links are assumed to be full
duplex with respect to bandwidth and latency. Furthermore, it is assumed that the distance (hop
count) between the different autonomous systems is of equal distance to each other. The values
or system parameters used are shown in Table 1, and are typical values used in the works of [3],
[12], [4], [13], [5], [14], [15] and [7], where appropriate. The scenario assumes that the MH
moves from one access network to another, crossing 4 cells/subnets with a total of 2 intranetwork handovers and 1 inter-network handover (for AMP).
Table 1: System parameters
Parameter
Velocity of MH
No of correspondent host or network
Transmission cost between peer Registrar agents X,Y
Transmission cost between Tracker agent to Registrar X
Transmission cost between MH to Tracker agent
Processing cost at Home Registrar
Processing cost at peer Registrar X in other networks
Processing cost at correspondent host (in MIP)
Number of Tracker agent (cell/subnet) per access network
Packet arrival rate
Control or signaling packet size
UDP data packet size
Cell/subnet radius
Weighing factor for packet loss
Weighing factor for packet forwarding
Link layer (L2) switching delay
IP connectivity delay
DAD delay (in MIP)
Router Discovery delay (in MIP)
Wireless link failure probability
Wired link bandwidth
Wireless link bandwidth
Wired link delay
Wireless link delay
Average queueing delay
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Notation
ν
K
CX,Y
CX,T
CMH,T
PCRgH
PCRgX
PCCH
M
λ
ls
ld
r
ζ
δ
tL2
tIP
tDAD
tRD
p
Rwired
Rwireless
twired
twireless
tqueue

Value
5.6 km/h
1
10 hops
2 hops
1 hop
24
12
4
3
10 packets/s
96 bytes
200 bytes
500 m
0.8
0.2
50 ms
10 ms
500 ms
100 ms
0.5
100 Mbps
11 Mbps
2 ms
10 ms
5 ms
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Based on the derived analytical models and the system parameters used, the total
signaling cost of the AMP architecture and the total signaling cost in Mobile IP are calculated
and shown in Figure 8.

Total Signaling Overhead Cost vs
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Figure 8: Effect of call/session mobility ratio (CMR) on signaling cost
Generally, the signaling overhead is high when the call/session mobility ratio is small. At small
values of CMR, the mobility rate is much larger than the call/session arrival rate. Hence, a MH
crosses over many subnets and induces several handovers. Frequent movement and/or
handovers result in higher signaling overhead since binding updates have to be made more
often due to the change in location of the MH. When the call/session arrival rate is larger than
the mobility rate i.e. CMR > 1, less binding updates are performed due to the smaller number of
crossovers. The signaling overhead in MIP is much larger than the signaling overhead in AMP.
This is because most of the binding updates in AMP are for intra-network movement. Binding
updates are localized i.e. sent within the same access network to the local registrar agent due to
the hierarchical architecture of AMP. Only when the MH moves to another access network will
the binding update sent to the home and correspondent registrar agents. In MIP, in contrast,
requires binding updates to be sent to the home and correspondent agents every time the MH
changes location to a new subnet (globalised update). Hence, the signaling overhead is much
higher than in AMP due to the flat architecture in MIP. In addition, binding updates in MIP require
several procedures such as DAD, RR, HoT, etc. and these add to the overall latency and
processing costs.
The binding refresh cost is a function of the binding lifetime periods at the home, visited and
correspondent networks, and in this analysis, it is assumed that these periods are the same.
Figure 9 shows the effect of binding lifetime period on the binding refresh cost. Typically, if the
binding lifetime period is small, then frequent binding updates need to be sent to refresh the
mappings, and this induces additional signaling overhead. Hence, the binding refresh cost is
high for short lifetime periods, and small for longer lifetime periods since less binding refresh
messages need to be sent. The binding refresh cost is constant during two lifetime period
intervals i.e. [0.16, 0.24] and [0.26, 0.30]. During the first interval, the MH moves to the adjacent
access network before the new binding refresh message takes effect. In the second interval, the
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average residence time of the MH is lower than the binding lifetime period, thus, no binding
refresh message is sent resulting in a null value of the binding refresh cost. The binding refresh
cost in AMP is slightly lower than the binding refresh cost of MIP since the binding refresh
messages are only exchanged between network entities (peer registrars) and the distance is
less compared to MIP.

Binding Refresh Cost versus Binding Lifetime
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Figure 9: Effect of binding lifetime period on binding refresh cost
The cost for packet delivery against the packet arrival rate is shown in Figure 10, and generally,
the higher the packet arrival rate, the higher is the packet delivery cost. As depicted in the figure,
the packet delivery cost increases significantly with the increase in packet arrival rate in MIP,
while in the AMP architecture, the increase rate is linear. The AMP architecture outperforms MIP
considerably for a number of reasons – hierarchical architecture with localized signaling for intranetwork movement, lower packet loss (if at all) since packets are forwarded and buffered to the
MH in the next location, and faster handover operations since additional signaling for DAD, RR,
HoT are not required in AMP. Thus, AMP would be well suited for real-time applications.
However, it must be noted that the effect of buffering my render certain real-time packets
useless if the size of the buffer is too large. As such, a more efficient buffering scheme is needed
in AMP to support real-time applications with certain timing constraints.
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Packet Delivery Cost versus Packet Arrival Rate
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Figure 10: Effect of packet arrival rate on packet delivery cost
Figure 11 depicts the handover delay against the wireless link delay. Again, the AMP
architecture has a much lower delay than MIP. Generally, the main overheads in MIP increases
the cost of handovers especially since the architecture is flat and does not differentiate between
local and global movement. In AMP, handovers are supported through localized procedures for
intra-network movement and only global handover operations and message exchanges are
made when the MH moves to another network. Again, this suggests that AMP would be suited to
loss-intolerant applications with timing constraints.
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Handover Delay vs Wireless Link Delay
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Figure 11: Effect of wireless link delay on handover delay

6.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, the performance of the AMP architecture and protocol were evaluated using
derived analytical models. The key considerations are mobile Quality of Service (mQoS)
parameters such as signaling traffic cost, handoff latency and packet delivery cost. Overall, the
proposed AMP architecture outperforms Mobile IP – this is mainly due to the fact that the AMP
architecture is hierarchical and combines intelligence in the network to perform mobility
management via agents. Hence, latencies attributed to encapsulation, tunneling and packet rerouting have been removed, and delays from location registration procedures are significantly
reduced. In addition, the architecture supports packet buffering and this reduces packet loss
when moving from one subnet to another. However, the size of buffers needs to be carefully
weighted against timing considerations for real-time applications. As a future work, the AMP
architecture is to be implemented via simulation and its performance compared against Mobile
IP via simulated models.
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